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Confusion provokes 
name-change of JWT
By Steve Harmon
staff Writer
The Cal Poly Junior Writing 
Test has been renamed the Writ­
ing Proficiency Exam and the fee 
for the required test has gone up 
to $15.
Mary Kay Harrington, Cal Po­
ly Writing Skills coordinator, 
said the name change was needed 
because the test is for more than 
just juniors.
“ A lot of graduate students 
felt kind of funny having to take 
a junior writing test so we 
changed the name,” Harrington 
said.
She said the fee increase was 
needed to help pay for tutors and 
expenses related to the Writing 
Skills Office, located in the 
Agriculture Building, a center 
where students can receive free 
English tutoring.
“ The test is a way of finding 
people who might embarrass Cal 
Poly in the world out there due 
to a lack of writing skills,” Harr­
ington said.
The test was originally called 
the Junior Writing Test because 
the California State University 
Board of Trustees felt that any 
problems with writing skills 
needed to 'b e  identified during
the junior year and corrected be­
fore graduation as a senior.
Harrington said that some 
people feel insulted by having to 
take the test.
“ Some students come in, 
especially the older ones, with 
their briefcases, which are always 
leather, and try to impress me 
with their achievements as if it 
will excuse them from the exam,” 
Harrington said. “ 1 understand 
their frustration. They come in 
with a master’s degree and 
they’re being asked to prove they 
can write. But the point is that 1 
am a two-person office — how in 
the hell am 1 supposed to make 
judgements on these people?”
She said the test is the best 
way to determine who meets the 
CSU writing proficiency.
Harrington said the test re­
quires students to write an 
essay, usually SOO words or so, in 
90 minutes.
“The essays are considered a 
rough draft,” Harrington said. 
Test essays are graded by two 
readers who read the essays at 
least twice and give scores rang­
ing from a high of six to a low of 
one. Combined grades of eight to
Sec TEST, page S
‘Ex-revolutionist’ says 
most in power are evil
By Kelley Cummins
statt wmar
Amongst numerous sneers 
from the audience, a man who 
has been called the “ Prophet of 
Doom” spoke about absolute 
r ig h ts  which he called  
“ freedom,” good vs. evil and 
communism to a crowd of about 
125 Sunday night.
Sponsored by a Cal Poly club 
called Young Americans for 
Freedom, Anthony Bryant, who 
calls himself an “ ex-revolutionist 
and Black Panther,” said that he 
is not a prophet of doom but
someone who tells the truth.
“ If I see your house on fire,” 
he said, “ I’ll yell fire and it would 
save your life. Well, ladies and 
gentlemen, your house is on fire, 
and I want to make you aware so 
I can save your life.”
Bryant said that half of the 
world is in slavery and that peo­
ple must fight against what is 
making people enslaved. He said 
the evils that people must fight 
are “ false prophets” such as dic­
tators, “ peace-nics,” communism 
and many leaders in America, 
which include Jesse Jackson, 
whom
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Bus becomes route of choice
Ridership 
of students 
up by 29^0
By Steve Harmon
Staff Wrttar
Cal Poly students rode the 
SLO Transit public bus system 
17,173 times in September, a 29 
percent increase over the same 
period last year and the biggest 
increase in student ridership 
since the “ Ride for Free” pro­
gram started in 1984.
“ I’m delighted,” said Nancy 
Knofler, San Luis Obispo city 
transit manager. “ Normally an 
increase of 2 to 3 percent makes 
transit managers ecstatic, but 29 
percent is just amazing.”
The number of times Cal Poly 
students rode the bus in 
September 1987 was 13,283, she 
said.
Under a program called “ No 
Fare,” Cal Poly gave SLO Tran­
sit $75,000 this year so students, 
staff and faculty in possession of 
valid Cal Poly I.D.s could ride for 
free, Knofler said.
Bus drivers keep records of 
passengers and determine rider- 
ship from this log, she said.
“ Every time an individual gets 
on the bus the driver keeps track 
of what time he or she gets on 
the bus, which route and where 
they’re from,” Knofler said.
She said that general ridership 
also increased 21 percent for 
S ep tem ber com pared  to 
September of last year — some 
35,357 passenger rides compared 
to 29,145. She said that number 
includes Cal Poly students.
SLO Transit is a city public 
transportation system but in­
cludes Cal Poly, which is in the 
county, due to an agreement be­
tween the university and the bus 
system.
Knofler attributed the increase 
in student ridership to three fac­
tors: higher fuel prices, higher 
parking permit fees and the lack 
of available parking at Cal Poly.
Peter Phillips, Cal Poly archi­
tectural coordinator, said Cal Po­
ly has a ratio of three cars 
(driven by full-time equivalent 
students) for every parking 
space. He said that averaged out 
to 1.35 cars per space last year 
and he expects this year to be 
about the same.
“ That ratio seems to work fair­
ly well,” Phillips said. “ We are, 
however, conducting a parking 
survey.”
Phillips said he rides the bus 
because of the convenience.
“ It’s handy and makes a lot of 
sense,”  he said.
Lee Diaz, Cal Poly supervising 
cashier, said that 5,866 general 
parking permits have been sold 
so far this year. Cal Poly has 
4,877 general parking spaces.
“ We haven’t sold out yet,” 
Diaz said. She did not say how 
many more permits could be sold 
before selling out.
More research, higher class size part of UCSB
Santa Barbara campus has 
freeway, beach, bell tower
By Stewart McKenzie
staff Wrttar
Part two in a five-part series on 
the University o f California at 
Santa Barbara, how it operates 
and compares with Cal Poly.
Getting to the campus of the 
University of California at Santa 
Barbara is no problem. It’s the 
only campus in the state of 
California with direct freeway 
access.
Ward Memorial Boulevard is a 
two-mile stretch of four-lane rib­
bon, a long off-ramp for Highway 
lOI. Cars have more than often 
traveled speeds in excess of 110 
miles an hour. Some call it 
“ Ward Memorial Speedway.”
“ Soon as you hit that road, you 
punch it,” said current Cal Poly 
and former UCSB student Mike
Baranski.
It seems fitting for this 
quintessential California college 
to have its own freeway. That 
road deposits the visitor squarely 
onto a campus serving approxi­
mately 18,000 students on a S235 
million budget.
If one ignored Isla Vista and 
the b each , UCSB is a 
stereotypical college campus. 
The wide walkways. The massive 
plazas. The traditional bell tower, 
Storke Tower, rising in the tradi­
tion of UC Berkeley’s Campanile.
For an 815-acre campus, it is 
spread out to utilize more of uni­
versity-owned property, as op­
posed to Poly’s tight 375-acre 
central core.
For a campus' that includes a 
lagoon and a mile-long beach, it 
is also a research institution.
Research at a cost of $43 million 
is done annually on the campus, 
which includes funding from 
state, federal (including the 
Department of Defense) and 
private institutions.
Tomorrow:
The student body
“ UCSB is doing valuable and 
distinguished research that is on 
the cutting edge.” said Margaret 
Weeks, UCSB’s public informa­
tion director.
That research ranges from 
studying voter patterns to work 
on an electron laser, said Weeks. 
Much of the emphasis is on 
physical matter, which concerns
five out of 10 organized research 
units, and marine biology, which 
is ranked 13th in the nation.
Cal Poly, being a CSU campus, 
is mandated as a teaching facili­
ty, not research. According to 
Cal Poly’s Tony Domingues, 
assistant director of relations to 
schools. Cal Poly is currently 
looking towards research within 
the School of Agriculture, par­
ticularly in dairy science.
“ Cal Poly emphasizes the 
undergraduate student,’’ said 
Domingues. “ It’s more an em­
phasis on student education.”
Indeed, that emphasis is felt at 
U.C. Santa Barbara, whose chief 
c o m p la in t am ong
undergraduates is being ignored. 
Anthony Hoglund, a fifth-year 
senior in communications, said 
that even at his status he has 
trouble getting classes.
“ If you really want to 
specialize in your undergraduate 
work, it’s hard,” said Hoglund, 
20.
Many of the classes are large. 
Students said their classes 
averaged around 200 people.
Mih«—jparanski’s human sex­
uality class had 600 people in it, 
filling every seat in the lecture 
hall. Clashes this size usually 
have a “ sectional,”  where the 
lecture class is divided into small 
discussion units (Cal Poly calls 
this a “ recitation.” ).
“ Discussion sectionals were 
useless,” said the former UCSB 
mechancial engineering major. 
These were usually taught by 
graduate students “ who couldn’t 
speak English,”  said Baranski, 
23.
“ Because they took role, 1 had 
to go. But after a while, you just 
say ’dude, you’re not helping me 
at all,’ ”  he said.
Baranski, now a Cal Poly 
senior industrial engineer, ap­
preciates Cal Poly for resources 
he claimed UCSB wouldn’t let
Sec UCSB, page t
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Letters to the Editor
Where are 
the sports?
Editor — Regarding Lady 
Mustang volleyball: Mustang
D aily. W here’s the sports 
coverage? One article appeared in 
your newspaper regarding the 
three matches played Oct. 2 to 
Oct. 8 and that article ran Fri­
day. There was no lead-off Into 
Wednesday’s match nor any 
follow-up. Furthermore, there 
was no mention of Saturday’s 
football game. As a fan, I am ex­
tremely disappointed with sports 
coverage this year and I hope it 
gets better soon.
Cal Poly students: Where has 
all the spirit gone? It seems 
school spirit is out of fashion this 
year, and that it has been slipp­
ing for the last two years. When 
I first came here in 1986 it was 
hard to find a place to sit for the 
volleyball matches. Now, it’s 
hard not to find a place. 1 realize 
that Friday and Saturday nights 
are prime party times, but I can’t 
believe that people can’t take off 
one of those nights or postpone 
their partying until after the 
games or to a night when the 
team is out of town. Cal Poly’s 
sports programs bring a lot of 
prestige and recognition for the 
school. The least we can do is 
give it some support.
Volleyball “ fans” : This is to 
those of you who used to come to 
the games. I thought Wednesday 
was bad (although the Mustang 
Daily said that only 2(X) turned 
out for the game, about 8(X) ac­
tually did; we’ve had 1,(XX) or 
more fans in past years), but 
Friday and Saturday were 
abysm al. You might call 
yourselves “ fans,”  but you’re not 
even close. Real fans come 
whether the team wins or loses. 
You come only if they’re winn­
ing. Do us all a favor: if you have 
that attitude, don’t come at all.
To those still coming: Thanks. 
As fans, we know that school and 
local support is important to any 
team. My only complaint: I hope 
more of you will cheer at the 
game. Cal Poly has a reputation 
to live up to r>.nd it’s kind of hard 
to do that if only 2S percent of 
the crowd is cheering.
Lady Mustangs: We fans can 
only do so much. It hurts us to 
see you lose; maybe not as much
as it hurts you. We believe that 
you have the potential to take 
this division, but that belief 
doesn’t help unless you hold it 
close to your own hearts. You 
have to believe that you can do 
it, and that any other feelings are 
secondary. Without that belief 
and without the leadership to 
channel it, the support of the 
fans will have little impact. We 
can help, but you have to take 
the first steps forward.
David Lawler
Utilities are 
essential
Editor — I would like to respond 
to a very frightening aspect of 
Ron Bearce’s commentary col­
umn “ Environmentally speak­
ing.” The basic gist of his article 
(Sept. 27) was that if you just let 
business take care of itself, it will 
spontaneously produce an en­
vironmentally sound economic 
system. Sort of laissez-faire en­
vironmentalism. This broad point 
has its obvious flaws, but I 
would like to expose a truly ter­
rible specific in Bearce’s pro­
posal.
Bearce advocates “ Pricing all 
commodities such as water, 
metals, energy, and houses at 
free market rates ... Allowing the 
supply of these commodities to 
be provided privately based on 
free market supply and demand 
laws.” In advocating such a 
reversal, Bearce is either ig­
norant of history or is very in­
terested in making utilities rich 
and people poor.
The system Bearce advocates 
was in place at the turn of the 
century. Massive utility com­
panies, which had monopolized in 
the laissez-faire atmosphere that 
Bearce today recommends, pric­
ed their essential commodities 
(heat, water) at prices determined 
by mathematicians and based on 
demand. Prices for coal would 
skyrocket during the winter 
when heat could mean the dif­
ference between life and death. 
These prices would guarantee 
that people would pay as much 
as they could afford.
This cruel pricing system left 
many continually impoverished, 
and many unable to afford the 
essential utilities. Many people
As thoughts of summer entered my con­
sciousness last spring quarter, I realized that my 
prospects didn’t look good. The idea of going home 
and pounding the pavement for that dreaded 
SUMMER JOB was enough to make my face 
break out. On the other hand, the idea of spending 
a summer in SLO Town going to school was almost 
as bad.
I pondered my situation for days and then, as I 
was roaming the halls of the English building, the 
answer to my problems leapt off the wall in the 
form of a flier that said, “ Study Spanish in Spain!” 
The program included housing with a family, in­
struction in Spanish and “ absorption of Spanish 
culture.” This was it. I had discovered my destiny 
and a burning desire to become bilingual.
Financing was arranged through the friendly 
bank of parental love and 1 was on my way tó 
“ ESPAÑA,” land of bullfights, sun and sangría.
My first and most enlightening experience in 
Spain was meeting the family I was to live with for 
the next five weeks. I had imagined a quaint little 
farmhouse with a large patio and maybe a foun­
tain. The reality was a fifth story appartment in 
which four people lived that was only slightly 
larger than my room at home.
The strangeness of their living arrangements 
continued from there. My two new “ sisters” were 
22 and 2S years old, graduated from college and 
still living at home. A mind-boggling concept for 
most American youths. How could they stand it? 
The answer came to me as I learned more about 
Spain. Must Spanish young people do not leave 
their parents’ homes until they are married and 
sometimes, not even then. Housing is expensive in 
Spain, making it difficult for college students or 
other young people to move out from under the 
parental wing.
I soon discovered that small was the norm in 
Spain except when it came to their cafes. Cafes are 
a Spanish institution that allow people to escape 
their little apartments and their big families. After
Reporter’s Notebook
By Usa Parsons
lunch and a six hour siesta, everyone goes to a 
neighborhood outdoor cafe. At first 1 couldn’t be­
lieve that this was an every night occurrence, but 1 
soon realized that in order to stay sane living in 
such close quarters, it was a necessary safety 
valve.
The siesta is another custom that went com­
pletely against my American grain when I first ar­
rived in Spain. I would get out of class at twelve 
and be primed for some serious sight-see- 
ing/shopping, only to discover that the whole city 
was geared to shut down at 1 p.m. Spaniards take 
their siesta very seriously because it’s a family 
time when everyone can get together to relax, eat 
and drink sangria.
Once I had adjusted my thought patterns and 
way of life a little, I began to appreciate the slower 
pace of Spain. I think we all need to slow down a 
little and spend more time with friends and family 
relaxing in the Spanish custom. 1 will admit, there 
were times when I would have killed for a pizza 
and/or a 7-eleven, but Spain has slowly creeped in­
to my blood. I didn’t quite become bilingual, but 1 
sure did absorb the culture. There are times, when 
I’m rushing from one class to another, that I grow 
nostalgic and just wish for a “ cafe” break and a 
nice long siesta.
froze to death in the New 
England winter as a result of this 
free-market pricing technique.
F o rtuna te ly , government 
realized that these utilities were 
too essential to “ life, liberty, and 
the pursuit of happiness” to be 
allowed to be cut off from people 
at the greedy whim of a utililty 
com pany’s m athem atician. 
Utilities are now regulated so 
that essential services do not 
place a choke-hold on American 
citizens.
Bearce would like us to return 
to the days of enforced poverty 
and fat-cat utilities. I sincerely 
hope that the vigilance of Amer­
icans who value justice will not 
allow this to happen.
Dave Gross
Traffic laws 
for everyone
Editor — We read with great in­
terest the letter that appeared in 
your Oct. 5 issue, regarding the 
“ violation” of bicyclists’ rights 
by police.
Perhaps the writer of this let­
ter is a bicyclist who obeys the 
law and th e re fo re  fee ls 
persecuted for the transgressions 
of his peers. Or, more likely, this 
person, like a very large percen­
tage of bicyclists we have both 
personally observed, is concerned 
that his right to fly through stop 
signs and traffic lights, ride on
the wrong side of the street, or 
zoom through the night sans 
lights or reflectors might be in 
jeopardy.
We have bicycles, and al­
though they are not our primary 
means of transportation, we do 
enjoy riding. We have seen the 
inconsiderate drivers who seem 
to think that bicyclists are an 
enemy in their territory, and we 
sympathize with the bikers. 
However, we wonder how they 
would react if they could not 
count on cars to obey traffic 
signs (stopping at the red light, 
after all, might break their 
momentum). Many bicyclists 
seem to forget that in a contest 
of 2,000 lbs. of steel and pro­
tected occupant versus perhaps 
30 lbs. of assorted metal and 
frighteningly vulnerable rider, 
the results can prove tragic for 
the latter. Perhaps if the bikers 
would take this into account and 
realize that traffic laws are 
meant for everyone, then the 
police would find greener 
pastures elsewhere.
Robyn L. King
No relation
Editor — After reading the let­
ters to the editor on Friday Oct. 
7, I feel compelled to reply. I 
concur with Doug and AH’s let­
ters comparing the dangers of 
bicycle riding with skateboar­
ding. However, Matt McClain’s
attack on Jeff Schumacher, 
Thrash-a-Thon and Lambda Chi 
Alpha was uncalled for.
Jeff’s views are not those of 
the fraternity. My views are dif­
ferent. And I don’t skate either. 
Our Thrash-a-Thon attracts 
hundreds of spectators and a lot 
of them are skaters. The urge to 
skate around the ramp is 
analagous to throwing a football 
at a tailgate party. The skaters 
outside the ramp were plentiful, 
some good and some bad. In 
skateboarding there is a risk of 
injury. A risk of injury is a 
liability, and that liability 
belonged to us and the U.U. Be­
ing an officer of Lambda Chi 
Alpha, (secretary), I was con­
cerned for the welfare of my 
fraternity.
Things have changed since 
Eric Horn began one of the 
largest philanthropic events on 
campus. Society has changed 
from dog-eat-dog to dog-sue-dog. 
As a result, half our pledges and 
sponsors went to insurance and 
skateboarding outside of the 
ramp was strictly enforce.
As is the case with an} 
o rg a n iz a t io n ’s e v e n t, the 
assistance of the school, student 
body, police and community is 
greatly needed and appreciated. 
Skateboarding on campus is still 
not allowed, but any relation of 
that to Jeff, Thrash-a-Thon, or 
Lambda Chi Alpha is ridiculous.
Eric A. Dann 
Architectural Engineering
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Commentary
D isease. The very word con­jures up disturbing images 
in the minds of most people. It 
does for me too.
So when I realized some time 
ago that I had contracted a very 
contagious disease, I didn’t want 
to admit it. But the more I 
thought about it the more it 
worried me. 1 knew I had to find 
a cure.
This particular disease is 
“ mind-threatening.” Although 1 
had failed to recognize the symp­
toms in myself, I had noticed 
them in other people. Some of the 
most common include: super
ficiality, insensitivity, excessive 
materialism and delusion.
I call this disease “ Califor- 
nianism.” I chose this name 
because the disease seems to oc­
cur only on the west coast of the 
United States, south of Oregon 
and north of Mexico. It is most 
prevalent in the “ beachopolises” 
of southern California but is evi­
dent even in the most isolated 
communities in Humbolt County.
As mentioned earlier, there are 
common symptoms. Yet this 
disease — like most others — af­
fects each person differently. For 
example, some victims suffer a 
reduction in the number of ad­
jectives in their vocabulary. 
They resort to using three words 
— rad, awesome and cool — to 
describe the nouns in their 
stunted sentences. O thers 
become obsessed with having 
perennially-tanned legs and feet. 
Hence, they are compelled to 
wear shorts and thongs no mat­
ter how low the mercury in the 
thermometer dips. Still others 
find themselves smoking mari­
juana on an almost daily basis. 
This enables them to deal with 
life like they wish they could but 
can’t because they’re stoned too 
often.
I’m sorry to say that at one 
time I suffered all of these 
symptoms. But it wasn’t my 
fault. The very nature of the 
symptoms prevented me from 
recognizing them.
I began to purge myself of this 
disease by devoting more of my 
mind to “ higher thinking.” This 
“ treatment”  seems to have 
dissipated the clouds of illness 
and delusion which had swirled 
in my mind.
While hardly cured, I do feel 
much healthier. And I no longer 
have tan lines on my feet.
Commentary Editor, John S. 
Baker III
□
Computer virus plagues Mac lab
By Anthony Dunn
H istory changed over the summer. Perhaps it is more 
accurate to say that there 
was a shift in the interpretaion 
of two important historical 
scenes, involving two countries 
that are vital to the future of the 
United States.
On Sept. 8, the tVa// Street 
Journal carried a story about the 
current Japanese efforts to 
downplay their coun try ’s 
agressive role in World War II. 
Prominent politicians and aca­
demics are involved in revising 
the view that Japan used un­
justifiable force against their 
own Asian neighbors before and 
during the war.
At the other end of the coun­
try, the Los Angeles Times 
reported on Sept. 10 that the 
Soviet Union is changing its of­
ficial position on Leon Trotsky, 
Lenin’s co-revolutionary from 
1917. Trotsky was purged, 
d e p o rte d  and p ro b ab ly  
assassinated at the order of 
Joseph Stalin. He is now being
T wo weeks ago (Sept. 27) I visited the computer lab in the old Air Condition­ing Building in order to print a paper 
on the lab’s Apple LaserWriter. When I got 
there, I discovered that the hard disk which 
runs the Macintosh connected to the Laser­
Writer was down and was in the process of 
being restored. The person who was restoring 
the disk declined to tell me the reason it was 
down.
As I had nothing but time on my hands, I 
decided to pull up a chair and wait until he 
was done. While sitting there I learned that 
this was the eighth Mac hard disk that had 
been rebuilt that morning. Why?
Eventually it dawned on me that the lab’s 
Mac had been infected with a computer virus. 
When asked, the lab employee confirmed my 
suspicion but told me not to spread the word.
A computer virus?!? Yes. Though most 
people that use computers are oblivious to 
such things, they do indeed exist. As their 
name indicates, they function much in the 
way that human viruses do: automatically 
replicating themselves — without the host’s 
knowledge or permission — from an infected 
application or disk to an uninfected one.
Some viruses are fairly innocuous; others 
are not so benign. These viruses can corrupt 
an application, turn files into garbage or 
crash a comuter. Viruses, though they are 
usually spread via infected floppy disks, are a 
special problem of hard disk users. Once on a 
hard disk, these virus’ are free to enter every 
file that is opened. The potential for disaster 
is immense. If a user has failed to back up 
data on unifected floppies he or she can lose 
everything that was stored.
So why bring it up? At the time I was in 
the lab there were easily IS or 20 people busi­
ly working on Macs. The lab employee whom 
I talked to said that of nine Macs which had 
been tested that morning, seven were found 
to be infected. The people who had used those 
Macintoshes were running the risk of copying 
the virus from the hard disk onto their own 
floppies, carrying it home and installing it on 
their owm machines — with potentially 
cataclysmic results.
In failing to warn the Mac users fo the risk 
(imagine the night before that Big Term 
Paper), the employees of the computer lab 
acted irresponsibly. Though they were likely 
trying to avoid spreading “ panic,” they only 
perpetuated the spread of the virus by letting 
people use potenially infected machines. 
(Note: Since originally discovering the virus, 
the lab has taken a much more responsible 
position by posting a sign warning all Mac 
users of the threat and placing “Out of 
Order” signs on all Macs that are infected.)
This may all sound pretty surrealistic but 
believe me, it is a very real and very serious 
problem. Hundreds of people use those Macs 
(and others) every day. That is part of the 
problem. At the risk of drawing a rather ex­
plicit analogy, computer networks and open 
labs are very much like communal sex. Each 
of those Macintoshes in the labs has multiple 
“ partners” each and every day. Comutei 
viruses are no different in that respect from 
AIDS: they spread from partner to partner in 
an ever widening circle of infection.
Obviously, we should not overwork the 
similarities between a fatal and incurable 
human disease and a pile of computer codes. 
However, these viruses can be deadly to 
data. And the computer lab was just as un- 
thoughtful and irresponsible as a person with 
AIDS in not informing its “ partners” of the 
infection. There are potenially hundreds of 
people out there right now with infected 
disks. Even if the computer lab succeeds in 
wiping out the infection, the next time one of 
those people copies their data onto one of 
those Macs (or in another lab) the infection 
will begin all over again.
What can be done? Just as the Surgeon 
General recommends safe sex, it is important 
to practice “ safe computing.” (Don’t laugh; if 
this is done, data won’t get thrashed).
If possible, never write anything onto 
floppies from a computer which might not be 
“ clean.” To do this, one must simply push 
the write-protect tab on a disk. Nothing, not 
even the meanest virus can get past this. 
Unfortunately, a user can’t get past this 
either and most of the people using the lab’s 
machines need to write on their disks.
If it is absolutely necessary to use these
computers for writing there are still some 
options. First of all, a user should never copy 
anything of his or hers onto the comuter lab’s 
hard disk. The lab doesn’t want this done, 
and it’s the best way to subject the user’s 
files (or theirs) to infection. If a user has a 
hard disk at home, it shouldn’t be used with 
a suspect disk. Furthermore, it’s best to run 
the disk off of floppies for a week or two; if 
nothing unusual happens (e.g.; certain often 
used commads won’t work, fies won’t print, 
custom icons suddenly become generic icons), 
a user can probably place the files on a hard 
disk.
In response to the virus threat, there are 
now a number of programs that can search 
out and destroy unwelcome viruses. Many of 
these programs attack a particular virus, 
though some will search out a number of the 
major known Mac viruses. (The most virulent 
.known Mac virus is SCORES; the computer 
lab was infected by a less known and ap­
parently less deadly virus called nVIR.) 
There is an excellent article on viruses and 
how to get rid of them in the September issue 
of MacUse.
Viruses are not going to go away any time 
soon and computer labs which are going to 
continue to be heavily infected should at the 
very minimum warn users of the risk that 
they run. Though it is not the fault of the 
computer lab that it got a virus, the 
employees should have been more conscien­
tious about the way in which they first 
handled the infection.
Anthony Dunn is a senior Natural 
Resources Major.
History: It’s a matter perspective
By Doa Muipliy
recognized for his role in the rev­
olution and will presumably 
reappear in official state history 
book which up until now have 
omitted him.
These shifts in view point are 
significant events in and of 
themselves, both for our knowl­
edge of history and for what they 
say about the countries involved. 
Any widely-accepted reinter­
pretation, whether honest or 
fraudulent, could reflect a change 
in attitude and future behavior.
The Soviet example is perhaps 
the easiest to understand: in the 
spirit of glasnost — or openness 
— an important character from 
the past is rehabilitated. The na­
tional amnesia is reduced by a 
degree; some of the truth sees 
the light of day, and everyone 
breathes a little easier. When a 
figure as formerly taboo as Trot­
sky is allowed to reemerge as a 
real person who merely had his 
differences with Stalin, maybe it 
is a sign that the traditional 
Russian penchant for the defen­
sive secrecy is lifting. There is 
promise in that.
The Japanese situation evokes 
the opposite feeling. What are 
the motives of those trying to 
convince themselves that there 
was justification for killing 
thousands of civilians in the 
Chinese city of Nanking in 
December, 1937? Historial accu­
racy does not seem to be among 
them.
Two recent popular films. The 
Last Emperor and Empire o f the 
Sun, tell part of the story of 
Japan’s invasion of China in the 
‘30s. Awareness of these events 
is high right now. And after all, 
the invasion is still within living 
memory. In short, who are these 
people trying to fool and why?
Certainly the majority view in 
Japan is that many mistakes 
were made in the war. But 
Japan’s newfound economic su­
premacy and the impending loss 
of Emperor Hiroshito may lead 
her to search for a new national 
identity. That is admirable if it is
based upon a rational sense of 
the past. It is foreboding if it 
must rest on the myth of a coun­
try which can do no wrong.
The United States has certain­
ly had its own legacy of historical 
rationalization. Our internment 
of American Japanese during the 
war, for example, was felt at the 
time to be perfectly justifiable. 
But at least we have subsequent­
ly tried to right the wrong, and 
not to glorify or excuse it.
Why should college students 
be concerned with what the Jap­
anese do with their history? 
Japan will continue to be an im­
portant trading partner and 
economic force in the world. 
Many of us may one day work 
for Japanese corporations, or 
compete with the Japanese for 
the vast future markets of Asia. 
Knowing that they will be honest 
about their national flaws and 
mistakes will lead to a greater 
sense of trust and predictability 
that will the promise of dealing 
with a country that can ra­
tionalize away all wrong doing.
A re-telling of history from a 
new viewpoint is entirely accept­
able and commonly done. As long 
as the historian follows accepted 
conventions of working from the 
evidence, he is subject only to 
scholarly criticism about his 
conclusions. If he manipulates 
the truth in order to create a ra­
tionalistic fable, history becomes 
a myth, a story told to achieve 
and end.
We must become wise histori­
cal consumers in order to avoid 
being taken in by the frauds of 
the knowlege m arketplace. 
Otherwise, we and countless 
others may have to suffer from 
the imposition of a world view 
advanced by theorists whose 
goal is m anipulation , not 
understanding.
Don Murphy is a senior history 
major.
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Schultz urges financial group to engage, avoid isolation
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — 
Secretary of Slate George P. 
Shultz warned America on Mon­
day to steer clear of protec­
tionism and isolation, to regard 
the nation’s international obliga­
tions and promote a shrinkage of 
the national budget and trade 
deficits.
The concept of “ democratic 
and free market values” is taking 
hold in Latin America, Asia and 
Africa, and “ the failure of the 
socialist command model has
become plain to everybody,” said 
Shultz, pleading for America to 
remain engaged and reject 
isolation.
“ The tide of Marxism, and 
with it communism as a model 
for development, is a tide that is 
going out,” he said in an 
economy-oriented speech to the 
13,000-member Financial Execu­
tives Institute.
Shultz, in a tone filled with 
awe, said he “ had to keep pin­
ching myself” at the capitalist
content of a speech last week by 
Soviet Politburo member Vadim 
A. Medvedev, addressing the 
Gorbachev reforms.
He quoted Medvedev as say­
ing: “ The essence of economic 
reform lies in creation and inten­
sification of economic incentives 
for the growth of production ... ”
Exclaimed Shultz in the man­
ner of a magician pulling a rabbit 
out of a hat, “ and what does he 
mention as such an incentive? 
Ownership!”
Medvedev spoke of expanding 
to heavy industry the experi­
ments already underway on 
cooperatives and rentals for 
farmers and small entrepreneurs.
Shultz related the Soviet of­
ficial’s statement to a worldwide 
expansion of the open market 
system, and in an obvious nod to 
the Soviet Union’s glasnost, or 
“ openness” reform policy, the 
secretary used the English word 
himself some half-dozen times.
“ The big communist countries.
China and the Soviet Union, are 
also discovering these truths,” 
he said.
“ We will welcome the actions 
and ideas of others on the world 
stage — whether developed or 
developing, capitalist or com­
munist — if they are pared to 
promoting openness and world 
economic growth,” he said.
Isolation, he said, is an ingre­
dient in “ a recipe for economic 
and political disaster, not 
success.”
Rubes By Leigh Rubin DoctOTS say  w in c  ill m o d e ra t io n
is OK for anyone, even pregnant
'4 )
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — 
Alcohol in “ modest amounts” is 
acceptable for pregnant women 
and can guard against arterial 
cholesterol buildup and heart at­
tacks, says the chairman of the 
Pacific Presbyterian Medical 
C e n te r ’s D ep artm en t o f 
Medicine.
“One or two glasses of wine a 
day” benefit the body, but "there 
is clear-cut evidence that shows 
if you drink lots and lots of 
alcohol, you die pretty early,” 
Dr. Keith Marton told a meeting 
last week on the medical effects 
of wine.
Marton said studies are in­
conclusive about the relation be­
tween female breast cancer and 
moderate alcohol intake, but he 
regards the question of moderate
alcohol use and pregancy a mat­
ter of choice, not medicine.
At its Chicago headquarters, 
American Medical Association 
spokesman Mark Stuart said the 
AMA could not comment about 
opinions of individual physicians, 
but said the organization’s policy 
on alcohol remains unchanged 
since 1982.
The policy, he said, states that 
women who drink heavily place 
their fetus at “ substantial risk” 
for mental and physical impair­
ment; that “ fetal risk involved in 
moderate drinking has not been 
established;” that women should 
make an informed choice about 
drinking during pregancy, and 
physicians should tell their pa­
tients that the “ safest course” is 
not to drink.
Marton, author of the book 
“ Medical Decision-Making,” said 
he thought Americans suffer 
from “ information overload,” 
worry excessively about their, 
bodies and are too much “ attun­
ed to the fine points of health.”
He said Americans, who are 
“ living longer today than ever 
before,” nevertheless “ worry 
about what they eat. what they 
drink, how much exercise they 
do, what’s in the air, what’s in 
their water — and constantly 
look for ways to improve their 
health.”
As from the beginning of time, 
he added, they arc “ looking for 
more ways to seek immortality,” 
as they are bombarded with in­
formation on “ every edible 
substance.”
Foul play suspected in second clinic fire
Fire, ignited by a bolt of lightning completely gutted 
the atheist’s meeting hall. Unfortunately for them 
their insurance policy did not cover acts of God.
The California Polytechnic State University Foundation's Annual Audit FY 1987-88 has been completed. Public information copies available at Foundation Director's Office (15t-2 Truckee Road) and campus Library Reference Room.
LONG BEACH. Calif. (AP) — 
A S35.000 fire at an abortion 
counseling clinic appeared to 
have been deliberately set — the 
second time in five months ar­
sonists have targeted the facility, 
authorities said.
The latest fire was reported 
just before 9 p.m. Sunday in the 
front entry and waiting room 
area of the Long Beach Women’s
Family Planning Clinic and 
spread quickly to other parts of 
the building. Battalion Chief 
Justin Bartlow said.
About 75 percent of the build­
ing’s contents were destroyed 
while about a quarter of the 
structure was destroyed, he said.
“ From all indications, we 
suspect arson,” Bartlow said. 
“ There has been a rash of
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assaults toward this type of 
establishment in the ^uthern 
California area.”
In addition to the counciling 
center, a chiropractor’s office and 
a dentist’s office in the same 
building were damaged.
The clinic was first damaged in 
June when someone slipped bur­
ning papers into the mail slot.
Zappa says 
Duke’s fate 
in heavens
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Moon 
Unit Zappa, a member of the 
West Coast Star-Spangled 
Caravan of celebrities drumming 
up support for Democrat Michael 
ciukakis, says the heavens hold 
the key to the White House.
The Massachusetts governor’s 
astrological sign explains his in­
ability to stir public support, she 
said. Her astrologer works out of 
Texas.
“ He’s a Scorpio and Scorpios 
aren’t exactly Joe Charisma,” 
said the daughter of musician 
Frank Zappa. But Scorpios are 
economical, she said, unlike 
Aquarians, who’ll take you to the 
poor house.
“ Aquarian men are pathetic 
with money. Reagan is an 
Aquarius. If he says he’s going 
to balance the budget, don’t be­
lieve him,” said the aspiring ac­
tress who starred in "Valley 
Girls” several years ago.
She said she worries voters 
won’t see the positive message of 
Dukakis.
“ Think about it. When you 
were in high school, the biggest 
geek turned out to be a doctor 
and you wondered why didn’t I 
like him then,” Miss Zappa said. 
“ I think it’s kind of like that 
with Dukakis.”
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Pinochet concedes election but vows to stay in power
SANTIAGO, Chile (AP) — 
President Augusto Pinochet ac­
knowledged defeat in a referen­
dum on extending his rule but 
again rejected opposition de­
mands for his resignation and 
vowed to stay in power for 
another 18 months.
A key opposition leader, 
meanwhile, was quoted Sunday 
as calling for talks with the 
military government on the na­
tion’s political future.
In a surprise television ap­
pearance from his country home 
at Bucalemu, Gen. Pinochet said 
Sunday, “ I acknowledge the op­
position’s victory, but I am not 
going to change what the con­
stitution says. March 11, 1990, is 
going to be the day that the gov­
ernment is handed over.
“ The situation is very simple,’’
he said. “ We fulfilled the con­
stitution that was set up ... so 
now that the opposition has 
triumphed, why should we 
change?’’
The comments of the 72-year- 
old commander-in-chief of Chile’s 
armed forces came during a 
three-m inute TV newscast. 
Pinochet was dressed in a short- 
sleeve blue shirt. He appeared 
relaxed and spoke clearly.
Nearly 7 million Chileans went 
to the polls Wednesday to vote 
on the armed forces’ proposal 
that Pinochet remain president 
until 1997. Pinochet, who ousted 
elected M arxist President 
Salvador Allende in a 1973 coup 
that left Allende dead, lost by 
about 800,000 votes or a margin 
of more than 11 percent.
The vote was carried out under
a 1980 constitution. That docu­
ment also calls for elections for 
president and congress to be held 
in December 1989, with the win­
ners taking office in March.
Opposition leaders have press­
ed Pinochet’s military governm­
ent to move up the date of elec­
tions and make other constitu­
tional changes.
Their proposals include 
eliminating a constitutional ban 
on Marxist groups, and allowing 
the entire Senate — not just 
two-thirds — to be elected rather 
than appointed.
Opposition leaders also want to 
streamline the process by which 
future constitutional changes can 
be made.
“ We will formally call on those 
holding power now to talk to 
reach an agreement,’’ opposition
Solidiers squash riots in Algiers
Leader plans to address nation’s worst crisis in 26 years
ALGIERS, Algeria (AP) — 
Soldiers shot protesters and ar­
my helicopters buzzed riot areas 
to quell unrest that killed at least 
200 in coastal, desert and moun­
tain areas hit hard by high 
unemployment and spiraling 
prices.
President Chadli Bendjedid 
prepared to address the nation 
Monday while the country re­
mained under a state  of 
emergency and a nighttime 
curfew was in effect in the capi­
tal, Algiers. Observers said he 
would likely appeal for calm in 
his message.
They suggested he could but­
tress this appeal by addressing 
the economic crisis which trig­
gered the violence Tuesday — the 
worst in this North African na­
tion since its independence from 
France in 1962.
Unrest hit the western port ci­
ty of Oran to Annaba in the east. 
Rioting also was reported in a 
dozen provincial centers, in­
cluding in the southern desert, 
said Interior Minister El Hadi 
Khediri, appearing on state tele­
vision over the weekend.
“ We have tried in vain to stop 
the troubles,’’ Khediri said.
In Algiers, where the violence 
started, clashes between the ar­
my and rioters spread late 
Saturday and early Sunday as 
protesters defied a 10 p.m. to 6
Leader stirs 
wishes, unrest 
since illness
TOKYO (AP) — Emperor 
Hirohilo sent his thanks Monday 
to millions of Japanese who have 
offered prayers since he fell ill 
with intestinal bleeding.
Police, meanwhile, reported 
that anti-monarchists defaced a 
Shinto shrine.
“ Please convey my gratitude,’’ 
Hirohito was quoted as telling 
Imperial Household Agency chief 
Shoichi Fujimori, who briefly 
visited the 87-year-old monarch 
and later briefed reporters.
Three weeks after the longest 
reigning monarch vomited blood 
Sept. 19, the agency said more 
than 1.3 million well-wishers 
have signed its registers praying 
for his recovery. Millions more 
have signed registers at other 
government offices.
Police in southern Fukuoka 
Prefecture said vandals splashed 
red paint around a register at a 
Shinto shrine and scattered 
leaflets reading, “ Eradicate the 
monarchy now!”
a.m. curfew and a ban on 
demonstrations.
Only brief volleys of gunfire 
were heard early today.
Kouba, on the southern fringes 
of Algiers, apparently suffered 
the largest number of dead and 
in jured. H ospital sources 
reported more than 60 people 
killed when the army, according 
to witnesses, fired into a crowd 
after it repeatedly ignored calls 
to disperse.
Information compiled from 
hospital and police sources in 
various parts of the country in­
dicated about 200 people killed 
and several hundred injured. It 
seemed likely the actual death 
toll was higher.
No official death toll has been 
issued.
The unrest began about 10 
days ago with non-violent strikes 
demanding higher wages to keep 
up with inflation.
Algiera’s annual unemploy­
ment rate is estimated at 40 per­
cent and food prices have risen 
by at least 40 percent since 
January. But the government so 
far has vowed to stick to an 
austerity plan prompted in part 
by the falling price of oil, the na­
tion’s main export.
Bendjedid proclaimed a state 
of emergency Thursday. On Fri­
day, the Military Command 
ordered soldiers to shoot if
demonstrators failed to disperse.
At Mustapha Hospital in 
Algiers, physicians moved pa­
tients out of the hospital to make 
room for the hundreds of injured 
demonstrators.
“ It’s terrible. Beirut. Like 
Beirut. The same thing,’’ said a 
Frenchman arriving Sunday in 
Paris on Air Algeria’s only 
scheduled flight of the day. He 
was interviewed on French tele­
vision. He was not identified.
Algiers was mostly calm Sun­
day as army helicopters armed 
with rockets flew at low 
a lt i tu d e s , a p p a re n tly  to 
discourage the formation of 
crowds.
Algerian radio reported out­
breaks of violence had occurred 
in the Kabyle mountain region 
east of Algiers, as well as in 
Ouargla, Djelfa and other centers 
of the southern desert.
An Islamic fundamentalist 
group calling itself the Move­
ment for Algerian Renewal on 
Sunday demanded removal of the 
president. Interior Minister 
Khediri and the head of the rul­
ing National Liberation Front 
P a r ty , M oham ed C h e rif  
Messaadia.
The Movement for Algerian 
Renewal came to public attention 
Saturday when it demanded 
cheaper food and the dismantling 
of the political apparatus.
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spokesman Patricio Aylwin said 
in an interview published Sunday 
in the newspaper La Epoca. “ We 
will take the initiative by making 
a proposal and call to the armed 
forces.”
Aylwin is spokesman for the 
16-party coalition that urged 
Chileans to vote “ no” in the 
referendum.
A 4-man military junta acts as 
the legislature of this South 
America country, which has been 
ruled by freely elected, demo­
cratic governments for most of 
its 178-year history as an in­
dependent nation.
The junta is empowered to 
change the constitution, but 
Pinochet said in a speech broad­
cast nationwide the night after 
the referendum that he had no 
intention of doing so.
Ricardo Lagos, a prominent, 
moderate Socialist, acknowleged 
that negotiations, if they take 
place, would take time.
“ The people are mature enough 
to understand that 15 years of 
dictatorship don’t end in IS 
hours.” But other Pinochet op­
ponents already have served 
notice they don’t intend to wait 
long or peacefully. On Saturday, 
a coalition of leftist parties 
publicly called for Pinochet’s 
immediate resignation.
The situation sets up potential 
clashes between the government 
and its opponents. In the two 
days following the election, tens 
of thousands of Chileans cele­
brated Pinochet’s defeat with 
spontaneous demonstrations in 
the streets of the capital and- 
other major cities.
Soviet Union reports first 
AIDS death; lists 83 carriers
MOSCOW (AP) — The Soviet 
Union on Sunday reported its 
first AIDS death, that of a preg­
nant prostitute from Leningrad, 
and authorities may publish her 
photograph to alert her sexual 
partners.
The 29-year-old woman died 
Sept. 5 of pneumonia following a 
26-pound weight loss, chronic 
tonsillitis and bronchitis and a 
serious decline in the count of her 
immune system’s T-cells, the 
labor newspaper Trud reported.
All are common symptoms of 
aquired immune deficiency syn­
drome, and the newspaper noted 
that epidemiologists were in­
censed that the woman’s doctors 
failed to diagnose AIDS before 
she died.
They are now trying to locate 
the victim’s sexual partners to 
determine who else might be in­
fected with the disease and 
au thorities are considering 
p u b lish in g  the w o m an ’s 
photograph to alert her partners, 
Trud said.
She was registered as a night 
school student and as a worker 
at a factory.
But police said she earned her 
living as a prostitute for 
foreigners.
Soviet officials say they have 
identified 83 AIDS carriers but 
only one person who has 
developed the deadly disease. 
However, they say other cases 
may have been diagnosed 
incorrectly.
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TI-Business Edge/ 
BA-50
mlg augg rttail$80 00
sale $45.99
TI-306LR-I-
Scientific
Calculator
mlg augg lueui $19 96
sale $13.99
160 Cassette
60 minute, low noise 
mlg augg ruuil $1 30
sale $.79
190 Cassette
90 minute, low noue 
mlg augg rnuu $1 49
sale $.99
60
A im
Personal Stereo 
Cassette Player
•veilable in bleck. red and 
white
mlg augg rMdil$39 96
sale $29.95
S O N Y
5 ^ ” Disks
DSDD, 10 pack
sale $7.95
3J^” Disks
DSDD, 10 pack
sale $19.95
AIWA
D
c r e A i s
Microcassette
Recorder
with TDK 60 minute Micro- 
caaaette 3 peck
mlg augg rutili $44 96
sale $34.99
Stewart
5 Disk Holder
ho luS d iak i
mlg. augg. rufuil $1.96
sale $1.69
3 Vo" Disk Holder
h o lf u S d ia k a  
mlg augg rutail$l 89
sale $1.59
ATDK
SA-90 Cassette
90 minute high biaa 
4 peck, with aolt caae 
mlg augg mtali $13.10
sale $8.49
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UCSB
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the undergraduate have, such as 
computer access. He also likes 
the smaller classes that he didn’t 
see at UCSB, both general 
education and major courses.
“ The I.E. department here is 
really neat because they care 
about you. But there you have to 
work hard to keep up with the 
system,” he said.
Michelle Liles doesn’t mind. 
The UCSB political science 
sophomore, who was in a class 
with 800 students, likes the stu­
dent anonymity offered by the 
big lectures.
“ Of course small classes are 
nice, because you get to know the 
teacher,” said Liles, 19. “ But 
with the large lectures, I can go 
at 8 a.m. and not be 100 percent 
awake.”
Though Liles and others do 
have some small classes, notably 
English, the majority face large 
lectures each quarter. Many con­
sider this the price to pay to 
conduct research on the end of 
Ward Boulevard.
SPEECH
From page 1
he “condemned.”
Bryant told the audience to 
fight for absolute rights of 
freedom by becoming “ warriors.” 
“ A warrior is someone who 
denounces and fights against ail 
that is evil and all that is bad at 
all times and supports all that is 
good at all times,” he said.
He did not advocate violence 
and said that “ a warrior should 
become well' armed to fight a
battle of intelligence.”
Bryant said the premise for all 
that is evil is the billions of 
dollars sent to “ communist
countries.”
“ We must stop aiding the
Soviet bloc by handing them 
billions of dollars in arms and 
giving them our technology,” he 
said. “ 1 don’t care about other 
countries like Yugoslavia. I care 
about my country.”
A fter recounting explicit 
stories of his life which include 
being a robber, a drug addict and 
spending almost 12 years in 
Cuban jails for hijacking a 
jetliner in l%9, Bryant said that 
he has learned that “ most of
those in power are evil.”
However, he said there is hope 
in fighting this form of evil.
“ You can make a difference in 
Congress,” he said. “ You must 
become aware to how your con­
gressman is voting and become 
an aggressive educator. That’s 
the bottom line.”
According to the Constitution 
of the United States, Bryant said 
that President Reagan has com­
mitted treason.
“ In article three, section three, 
treason consists of giving 
enemies aid and comfort,” he 
said. “ It’s written in our records. 
Reagan no longer calls the Soviet 
Union the evil empire and now 
they are our friends. Well, this is 
treason ladies and gentlemen, 
treason.”
He said additional proof of 
treason was when President 
Reagan gave over $57 million to 
China, which Bryant calls “ an 
enemy state.”
“ One night when you’re going 
to hear those tanks coming near 
and those boots and that knock 
on your door, you’ll remember 
this night,” Bryant said.
Campus proni«
No. of buildings in central core 
Acres
No. of faculty 
Faculty who have doctorate 
State of Cal. allocation, millions 
Dorm rooms
Tallest building on campus 
Floors in library 
Books in library, millions 
Cows on campus 
Sheep on campus
UCSB Cal Poly
72 75
815 5,900
1,400 1,016
90% 57%
$180 $91.5
3,982 2,795
Main Library Kennedy Library
8 5
1.8 .6
0 140
1* 300
• - according to an eyewitness, "one once ran through campus."
SOURCES: Peterson's Four-Year Colleges 1989; Cal Poly School of Agriculture; Cal Poly Catalog 1988 and UCSB 
General Catalog 1988-1989.
Bicycling student charged with 
officer, possession evading police
By Bruce Sutherland
Staff Wrttar
Campus Police arrested a Cal 
Poly student early Sunday morn­
ing on charges of evading a 
police officer and possession of a 
controlled substance.
John C. Astad, 31, chemistry 
major, was riding his bicycle on 
campus at about 1:30 a.m. when 
he was spotted by Sgt. Steve 
Schroeder. Schroeder shined his 
lights indicating to his suspect to 
stop.
Astad was being stopped by 
Schroeder for not having a 
headlamp on his bicycle and 
riding at night.
“ He was just going to receive a 
friendly warning,” Lt. Leroy 
Whitmer said.
Astad fled the policeman’s 
light, later citing “ fear of har-
C E N T R A L  I N T E L L I G E N C E  A G E N C Y
Get in on the Secret... 
Find Your Career with CIA
R’$ really no secret that the Central Intelli­
gence AgerKy (C IA ) offers a greater 
diversity of careers than almost any other 
single organization. But a lot of people areni 
aware of the full range of opportunities that 
exist for C IA  careers. Th e  fact is. C IA  offers 
exciting and chaNengIng careers to men arxl 
women from almost every academic ar>d 
professloruil background you can think of
Our scientists, engir>eers. arxl techrricians 
In every brarKh of sderKe are working 
hands-on with techrtologies beyond the 
commercial stateof the art
Bui the men and women who comprise this 
slr>gular organization are as diverse as the 
country we help to safeguard. We come from 
all races, creeds, and family backgrourxls.
What we a l have In common Is a special drive 
and determination that has led us to a career 
where we can do something positive In the 
world Many of the jobs we do also exist outside 
the C IA  . but they're not the same anywhere 
else. The nature of the organization and Its 
mission adds something special to whatever 
career path you choose.
• Indrvxjuals who majored in humanities. 
Nberal arts, business administration. Ian 
guages. and fine arts are pursuing varied, 
dynamic, and active careers with C IA
Nott; Can You Pkture 
Yourself In The CIA7
Computer scientists, data base specialists, 
Nbrarians. editors, and communications 
engineers keep a pipeline of interruitional 
Inforntation ftowlr>g and devise the means 
of storirrg It In some of the most secure 
systems eveR created
Human resources specialists, logistics 
engineers, psychologists, accountants, 
lawyers, doctors, teachers, and ntany 
other C IA  professiorMis support the all 
important administration of our worid-vdde 
organization.
Have you got s^a t It t a k e s A l l  applicants 
must be U S  cMzerrs with a highly developed 
sense of honesty and personal Integrity.
Because of the Important nature of C IA  careers, 
our application process requires medical and 
psychiatric exams, a thorough background 
irrvestigation and a polygraph Interview. AH this 
takes time, so apply early.
Find out how your chosen career field could be 
ertharKed by the special chaHenges arxf rewards 
of a C IA  career.
A TTE N D  O U R  P R ES EN TATIO N ; 
Tuesday, October 18 
7:00 pm
e m b a s s y  s u i t e s
333 MorKtorme Roed 
San LultOblapo
• Other resourceful men and women —  from 
aH kinds of backgrounds —  have chosen to 
take on the special chaHenges and 
rewards of serving as operational case 
officers around the world engaged In the 
collection of nteHigerKe.
Undergraduele« are encouraged to attend for 
career guidance Student attire Is appropriate
Personnel Representative
P. O . Box 3127
So. El Monte, C A  91733
Exciting Careeia For 
Exceptional Individuals
AH these unique irxllviduals working 
together make up the C IA  Together we 
serve our special mission of Keeping the 
nation's top policymakers supplied with the 
InteRIgence needed for national security. 
There Is no organization quite Hke the C IA
The C IA  is an Equal Opportunity Employer and 
encourages applications from U S citizens of aH 
races and ethnic backgrounds.
rassment” as his reason.
“ I’ve been arrested before and 
the charges were dismissed,” 
Astad said in a phone interview 
Sunday. “ 1 was worried about 
being harrassed again.”
Astad was arrested in July, 
1987, for possession of stolen 
property, according to Whitmer.
Once Astad got home, he called 
the dispatcher at Public Safety 
and agreed to speak with Officer 
Al Blair, his previous arresting 
officer.
Blair met Astad on the street 
where the student lives.
“ We talked about what hap­
pened (earlier) and the previous 
arrest,” Astad said. “ Then Sgt. 
Schroeder showed up.”
Schroeder immediately iden­
tified Astad as his earlier suspect 
and placed him under arrest. 
Schroeder, during the pat down.
found two vials with an uniden­
tifiable substance in each.
Whitmer said Astad did not 
identify the contents to either of 
the policemen.
But over the phone Astad said 
it was camphor, a substance he 
was using in a lab experiment for 
Chemistry 315.
Chemistry professor Max Wills 
confirmed that Astad would have 
access to the camphor. Camphor 
is not a dangerous or illegal 
substance, he said.
The unconfirmed substance 
was sent to a police lab to be 
analyzed. The lab report will not 
be in until early next week, ac­
cording to Whitmer.
Neither Blair nor Schroeder 
was available for comment.
Astad is currently free on 
$3,500 bail.
TEST
From pagel
ten are considered passing and 
six or less are considered failing.
The readers who score the tests 
come from different departments 
on campus, Harrington said.
They score the essays in­
dependently and determine the 
score based on individual review.
Readers examine the essays 
with emphasis on three areas: 
organization, development and 
expression.
Students who fail the test are 
invited to a private counseling 
session for assessment where 
suggestions are made that might 
help the student meet the re­
quirement.
Cal Poly students become 
eligible for the exam after com­
pleting 90 units. Students who 
pass certain upper-division writ­
ing courses may be exempt from 
the exam.
The test is offered once each 
quarter. Remaining test dates 
are: Jan. 21 for. winter quarter 
r.nd April 22 for spring. Further 
details and questions concerning 
the exam and tutoring may be 
answered by contacting the 
Writing Skills Center at 756-2067 
or stopping by the Agriculture 
Building, room 130.
TO R TILLA  FLATS
OUTRAGEOUS OCTOBER SPECIALl
EVERY TUES: 5-9pm
‘ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT CHIMIS"
$5.95EVERY WED:
"NON-Stop Fajitas"
(Chicken or Beef)
$7,95
oO T^oV '^
fO
FREE
H a p p y Hour Munchies!
Also:
Every M onday Night 
is COLLEGE N IG H T
1051 Nipomo Street 
in the Creamery^ 
544-7575
i
<
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Mustang runners 
win two in one day
Sports
By Terry Lightfool
Sports Editor
V'ii.'i
The Cal Poly Mens Cross 
Country A and B teams each 
recorded a victory Saturday in 
separate meets.
The A team completely 
dominated Cal Poly Pomona in a 
head to head meet. The 
Mustangs captured the first 
eight spots in the five mile race. 
Tim Campbell was the first 
Mustang to cross the finish line 
followed by Chris Craig, Steve 
Neubaum, Jim Sorenson, Dave 
Walsh, Mike Parrott, Erich 
Ackermann, and Paul Ghidossi 
filling out the sweep.
Pomona was without it’s 
number one runner Eddie Toro, 
who was ill. Coach Tom Hender­
son said that the team was 
disappointed Toro didn’t com­
pete. “ It is very difficult to con­
tinue pushing the pace when you 
know you have the first eight 
places wrapped up.’’
The race gave Poly an oppor­
tunity to run on the course that 
will be used for the conference 
championship. “ Knowing how 
the course feels when it is run 
hard is critical for mental 
preparation,” Henderson said.
The B team added to the day’s 
success as they won the Nor- 
thridge Inv ita tiona l. Scott 
Peterson led the team with a se­
cond place finish, followed by 
Bobby Ervin third and James 
Price in fifth. Ross Newby and 
Eric Axtel finished 16th and 
17th respectively.
The Mustangs hope Saturday’s 
success carries over into the 12th 
running of the SLO Cross Coun­
try Invitational on Saturday at 
8:30 a.m.. The race has been the 
largest collective cross country 
race in California in the last three 
years, Henderson said.
Most of the teams in the 
NCAA II Western Region will be 
present along with a contingent 
of Division I teams.
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K.M. C AN N O N fM u tl a n g  Dally
The Mustang Soccer team celebrates after a win last week. The Mustangs lead the CCAA.
DARRELL MIHO/Mualang Dally
i Todd Henderson rushed for his second consecutive hundred yard game 
S a tu rd ay  in a 30-29 lo ss  to S a c ra m en to  S ta te .
r-r.
Wear your P.J. 's 
a n d  sa ve  20%!
T U E S D A Y .  O C T O B E R  II,  6 ■ 9 PM
The fun begins at 6:00 pm tonight when El Corral Bookstore re o ^ n s  with o Special 
P.J.Party Discount Sale, just for you! Brirtg all your friends to the P.J. ~
Pc
Party and have a 
reot time. W e’l have some surprises and a gift for each person wearing pajamas 
o the Bookstore.
From 6 pm until 9 p>m tonight, wear your P.J.'s and you will sove 20% off the lowest 
marked price on all Clothing. Gifts. Greeting cards. School Supplies. Paper Goods. 
Craft supplies. Jewelry. Drafting. Technical Equipment. Film and much more.
Also save 20% on our full selection of Halloween Costumes. Cosmetics. Stationery. 
T-Shirts. CaleiTdars. Notebooks. Sporting Goods, Art Supplies. Candy. Snacks. Col 
Poly Imprinted and m any other Items from our regular stock.
You can take an additional 20% off of our everyday savings of 35% on the publishers 
suggested price on many Hardbound Best Seller Books, and 10% from the 
suggested price on all Leisure Reading and non-text Reference Books.
This sale is tonight, October 11 from 6 to 9 pm only and Is limited to our existing stock. 
Wear your pajamas to El Corral Bookstore, have some fun with your friends and save 
20%!
EIG>rral Bookstore
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Copeland’s Sports
DIADORA
BROADWAY
WMtt WtttI M d 
or Orano* trim. 
OuraMc soft 
laathcr upper. 
SOM In 
1987 for
$6 5
D IA D O R A  SPECIALS
DIADORA 
RIBOUNO LO
FuH oraln Ma- 
thor upper wKti 
ramovaMa 
tonpua flap. 
~ M in
DIADORA LADY 
WINDS
Olscontinuad 
color, ourabla 
two color 
PU outtola. 
SoM In 
1087 for
$ 5 0
YOUR 
CHOICE 54.19OR
N IK I D ILTA  
PORCILO W
AvaNaPlo In
Taam CoMrs. 
SOM In 
1987 for
$«S
mm  PA IR  FOR
M EN'S & W OM EN'S SPECIALS
T I6 IR  LADY 
6 IL  100
ASICS cal In 
mMsoia.
SoM In 
1987 for 
$11
V IN C A N C I
soft laattiar 
upper arltn 
OuraMa 
■VA 
mMsoia
AVIA  LADY «4 0
soft leattiar upper 
I cantaavar 
outtola.
SOM In 
1987 for
$41
YOUR
CHOICE 3 4 ?JIPAIR OR A  PA IR  FOR
CHILDREN'S SPECIALS
ADIDAS JR 
CONDUCTOR
wnita witn 
Royal A 
Oranoe 
trim. Sold 
In '87 for 
$47
C O N V IR S I
R IV O LV IR
FuH grain lea­
ther upper. 
SoM In 
1987 for
$41
DIADORA  
$LAM JR
Padded heal A 
ankle coHar. 
SOM In 
1987 for
$40
DIADORA
TR A D ITIO N
soft laathar
YOUR 
ICHOICE d E i ^ V A P A IPAIR OR P A I R  FO R
. TEN N IS
NEJUJ
CLUE
1 Vtl CrapMta
I M il coMwoalta 
M ' M J/ Franw. 
V  j y /  Slaas A 1/J
RRD KBNNBX
> @ ^ y - , ^ I ^ ^ A F H I T E  
EDRCB 
- p  40 MID
c4SJ3S
compoalt*
RRO KENNEX
___ C R jiM nn
S A M IS 4
( ^ ^ g » 9
EXERCISE
^  ^  y .C Ê L
**'^ e r íu y í5 í
1 ^ 8 ^  SHADOW
I f g i i a i c r ’
^ k n ’U O T U R i
V /W PW JIKR
V J L ^  i x b r o m
CYCLE RRtRO tops
^ ^ 2 5 9 “
BA SK ETB A LL
M O lTO il
s Ä r o A i i
WILSON
JORDAN
RI ACT
m B E I ^ E  BASKITBAU
fYwthatkW|MBf$P|^W Laathar
^ ^ 2 4 9 9
MOLTON
c o o r b r
LBATN6R
f  r n a i W i è ^  w » « » ™ » ! » .
j  Slat 
6 * ®
\ ^ 1 9 # 9
SPOR'TSWEAR
THREE DAYS ONLY!
BONUS CO U PO N S
' 1 5
EXTRA
10%SFF
EXTRA
S Î f®
oncouwT cooo 
10/11-1S ONIY
EXTRA
10%
OFF
10/11-U OWLV
EXTRA
10%OFF
10/11-15 OlfLV
EXTRA
10%ßFF
10/11-15 OlUV 10/11 15 ONLY
Each coupon may be applied to the purchase of any item In stock. 
Limit (5) coupons per person, one coupon per item. Coupons 
cannot be used for layaways or gift certificate. 3 DAYS ONLY.
■mic«« ft wet emite# te wm «n nm# iw rewr«* fut pmm h pWww Miet t# 488I8P9 m* Mcew vim ft ift#Mvrc»r« RmCiS COOO THRU 10/17/M
Copeland^s Sports
962 Monterey
San Luis Obispo 543-3663
HOURS; Mon-Frl 9:30-6. (Thurs till 9) Sat 10-7, Sun 10-6
lO Tuesday, October 11, 1988 Mustang Daily
Rubes® By Leigh Rubin
Make a 
computer
.date
Don't miss IBM's PS/2 Fair on campus.
Save a ^ot on your calendar for IBM s 
PS/2 Fair show you how the IBM* 
Pereonal System/2* can help you oi]ganize 
notes, revise papéis, produce high-quality 
graphics, and more. It s easy 
to learn and easy to use.
We think you’ll find it’s 
a fjerfect maU'h.
m
IBM PS/2 Fair
Friday, October 28 (10am-2pm) 
Join us in UU220.
Phe Picture
IBM and Partonai Sytwm/2 ara ragiawrad tradamarka of imarnaiional Butinaaa Machinas Corporation
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Lucky strike affects 1,200 workers in state
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Teamsters 
Union truck drivers and warehouse 
workers, unhappy with Lucky Stores’ 
proposed wage freeze and benefit cuts, 
went on strike Monday against the 
supermarket chain’s food distribution 
centers for Northern and Central 
California.
In response, Safeway stores, which was 
conducting joint union negotiations with 
Lucky, announced a lockout of its 1,000 
Teamsters employees at food distribution 
centers in Richmond and Fremont, as of 
the close of business Monday.
The Lucky strike, which began just after 
midnight, affects about 1,200 workers at 
distribution centers in San Leandro,
Vacaville and Sacramento.
They supply most of the food to about 
300 stores from Fresno to the Oregon 
border, said Dave Cox, executive director 
of the Food Employers Council, which 
represents Lucky and Safeway.
Cox said both chains planned for a 
possible strike and would keep the 
distribution centers open with manage­
ment employees and replacement workers.
Nevertheless, some shortages are likely, 
Cox said.
Typically in such a strike, “ the first 
week is difficult, because customers 
perceive there are going to be shortages,’’ 
he said.
“ They increase their buying, and this
puts a strain on the supply system. 
There’s going to be some ‘outs’ as the 
strike progresses.’’
Cox said no new negotiations are 
scheduled.
He said the last strike against either 
market chain in the area took place 10 
years ago, when Safeway distribution 
centers were struck for 19 weeks.
Teamsters spokesman Casey Sawyer 
said the union hoped negotiations would 
resume quickly, and meanwhile would 
leaflet Lucky customers to encourage 
them to shop elsewhere.
“ We are trying to explain to consumers 
the unfairness of the company’s action,’’ 
said Sawyer, chairman of the union’s Nor-
them California Grocery Negotiating 
Committee.
“ I think they will find the selection at 
Lucky stores very poor.’’
He said Teamsters locals in Oakland, 
Vallejo and Sacramento voted 884 to 348 
on Sunday to reject the employers’ final 
offer.
Sawyer said the proposed contract 
would freeze wages for 18 months and 
then reduce them by between $1.75 and 
$2.10 an hour from their present level of 
$11 to $16 an hour.
It would also take away three holidays, 
seven days of sick leave and other 
benefits, he said.
AS THC ¿JAYS WORt- OV, TWt
riMts MA-CHIA/É PH.<97&CI 
COVTÏVVCO to  T A X  tH S
OP evcA/ fHb M o s t  
OiO icA ieo  OF s t o o e M T s .
F a i l u /<£S.
UMaaY.
5 M A M IH O
A k t d w r o .
ô e T c m A i r p o E i f ^ Y  
cp ff '-  w o P -V ^ ’-
Classified
ACCOUNTING CLUB
MEETING
TU E S  AT 11:00 RM 02-214
C O LLE G E  REPUBLICANS 
meeting Oct. 11 
Ag 226 
Quest Spkr.
Come KICK SOME GLASS with theWATER SKI CLUB
Meeting Wed 10/12 7 30pm-we’re 
piaymg mustcel rooms AG bldg 10 
rmz20 Tshirls.video.trips.&team 
info
FREE GOLF
WIN 1 O F 4 STARTING TIM ES AT 
LAGUNA C O U N TR Y  CLUB JU S T  BY 
SHOWING UP TU E S  NITE AT 8 IN 
SCI E-46 ALL HACKERS AND 
POTENTIAL TEAM  MEMBERS W ELCOM E
GAY AND LESBIAN CLUB MEETING 
every Tuesday m FOB 24B at 7pm 
Today is National Coming-Out Day
GOLDEN KEYM TGW ED10/12AT6PM .U.U. 
216 Guest speaker to due us in on 
CAPTURE! Doni mrss out!!
L E T S  G E T  VER TICALI 
AMERICAN HELICOPTER SO CIETY  
Mtg TU E S  O C T  11,5PM in the hangar 
(bldg 04) Help da Vina achieve the 
nrst human powered hover'
SCE
Meetirw-WM. Oct 12.1968. 7 30pm 
Bldg 13-Rm 118, speaker from 
Navy CE Corps- Come check it out!!
SKI TEAM
1st M EETING-ALL SKIERS W ELCOM E 
TU ES O C T  11 7PM BA4E BkJg 02-204
WELCOME BACK CARDINAL KEY
M ANDATORY M TQ-W ED  O C T  12 
7 30PM BUS. BLDG. RM114
Y ^ U N G  DEM OCRATS 
meetir>g
Tues O d. 11 8pm 
Arch Bldg Rm 225
ASI FINANCE now has openings 
in engineering and Liberal 
Arts pick up application in 
UU217byOct 12
Funakoshi’s shotakan karate 
classes now forming in Mustang 
Lounge M-W contad Rec Sports 
for more info!
M ustang  Daily 
C lassifieds
HAS A CO N VEN IEN T DROP BOX 
L tX A TE D  AT THE U.U INFO DESK 
THE ADS W IL  BE PICKED UP EACH 
DAY AT 10AM
OUTREACH
Needs volunteers to help w/ the 
developmentally disabled.
Meeting Od.11, 7:10pm 
Bldg 38;Rm 152
T E S T  PREPARATION S K LLS  SEMINAR 
THUR O C T  13th 11-12 PM 
CAHSE HALL RM 104 756-1256
FOR YOUR USE'Silkscreen your 
T-shirls.posters etc in the U.U.
Craft Center Silkscreenir>g room 
Open everyday Classes also tauhgt.
FREE!!!!! FREE!!!!! FREE!!!!! 
With coupon Vacuum your car at 
the ASI Hobby Garage near entrance 
to Poly Canyon Pick them up at U.U 
info desk or UU Craft Center now!
Lose 10-29lbs in 30days 
guaranteed caN Chris M3-8172
DELTA SIGMA PHIFALL RUSH
The SMOKER is TO N IG H T'! 
WE SiW ED TH E B E S T FOR LA S T!
Come see and hear what our 
fraternity is all about 
6 00pm sharp coat & tie please 
Dinner wH be senred
ORDER OF OM EGA 
Meeting Thurs O d. 13 6pm UU216 
Bring money for dues/sweatshirts 
social event following meeting
Phi Kappa Psi
Fall RJsfTl968
October 2nd-12th
Sunday! 10/2) Meet The Fraternities 5 30pm 
Dexter Lawn
Tuesday! 10/4) Pasta Feed 7:00pm Phi Kappa 
Psi House
Thursday! 10/5) : Thursday Night Live' 8 00pm 
Phi K a p ^  Psi House
Saturday! 10/8) 'South of the Border’ Theme 
Parly 8.00pm Phi Kappa Psi House
Tuesday! 10/11 ) Rib Dinner 6 :30pm Phi Kappa 
Psi House
Wednesday! 10/12) Smoker 'Coat & Tie ' 
8 00pm Phi Kappa Psi House
Questions Call 543-9652
rOB Pledge 
Hilarie Sprague
Congratulations and Best of Luck 
Love, Wbng Clink Clink
RUSH
PHI DELTS
THUR -OCT-13th S L O E  SHO W  
S A I -OCT-15th LUAU-GAM E DAY 
M ON.-OCT-17th MEXICAN FIESTA 
TU E  -OCT.-19th CASINO N IGHT 
FOR MORE INFO CALL R E O  
541-5367
SEE OUR B O O TH  IN THE U.U. 10th-13th
~ T H E T A  CHI 
RUSH
10/10 Theta Chi Rat Races -7.30pm 
10/11 Ultimate Frisbee A B B Q -
3 00PM at Cuesta Park
10/12 Smoker -8pm
ALL EV EN TS ARE AT THE HOUSE 
UNLESS STATED OTHERW ISE
ASI Films Presents ThePRINCESS BRIDE
Wsd 10/12, 7 & 9:15pm 
Chumash Aud. $1 75
ASI Special Events presentsLAUGH ASYLUM
Fri, Oct 21 7:30 89 30pm
Stu 3.50 Pub 4 50 $1 more at door
fix available in UU & Boo Boo's
G ames People Ptay 
Role Playing and Board Gamas 
1060 B r o a d » .  8 LO  546-6447 
Open Gam m ing-FREE-Sat. and Sun.
FOUND CAT long hair.orange 
Found on campus Brown flee collar 
756-2119 or 4Z543-7053
L O S T -
Fender Precision Bass in its case 
R E W A R D -N O  ques call Ron 544-5224
REWARD for any info leading to the 
return of my stolen stereo- 
Kenwood. Akai.Soundesign 8 two 4ft. 
speakers- THAN KS- John- 544-5671
Bring him to his knees with a 
Strip-tease! Catalina 772-5609
DOCUGRAPHICS Word Processing 
Fast Service - Student Rates 
937-6992/Santa Maria-7 days/wk_______
FAST SER VICE-EXP TYP IST-SEN IO R  
P R O JECTS . E TC  541-0168 CHRIS
INTERN POSITION 
Is now available for JOUR/ENGLISH 
majors with the city of SLO Earn 
great experience writing the 
city's newsletter, news releases 
and more CaH M9-7150
Competent clerical asst needed
m the Jour Dept office.Faat/
accurate typing skills required
Good telephone manner and ability
to meet the public In a busy
office.ExperierKe with office
equipment and filing skills a plus M-F, 8AM-
5 P ^  10 hrs./week.
Contact Madolyn at 756-2508.
G O O D  PAY WHILE HAVING FUN ~ ~
Ad agney castino now for jeans 
TV  commercial.Female 5'8"-5'11"
Bring photo to4211 Broad St suite B 
before 5pm Wsd Please W EAR JEAN S
HEARST C A STLE will be recruiting 
on campus Oct 18 for guide trainee 
For further information see the 
Cal Poly placement Center or call 
Bruce Brown at 927-2085 for an 
appointment. Calif Departrrwnt of 
parks 8 recreation is an equal 
opportunity employer ______
Pacific Pnde clothing store 
seeks PART-TIM E SALESM EN  to work 
mens dept. Apply in person down 
town Pacific Pnde 767 Higuera 
San Luis Obispo
Reaeation leaders Youth Programs 
Plan.prepare and conduct a variety 
of recreational activities for 
youths ages5-12 Earty mommgAafter 
noon powtions availabie.For more 
xifo-caN the Slo Rec.Dept.Ask for 
Becky-549-7303 or Erin-549-7289
YARD PERSON
Part time hrs. Avan, in Building 
Materials yard Job includes help­
ing customers.tractor operation, 
yard mamt. and arrarxls.Must be 
R/AL SATURDAYS.Apply at 5450 
EDNA Rd.SLO or ca« 544-1375 M-F.
Cheap Pine Shelf units.desk,end 8 
coffee tables $ 15to$69 541-1365
1985 TO M O S M OPED 2-SPEED  A U TO  
XLN T COND. S300/OBO. KEVIN 772-5784
M OPED. Honda Urban Express '82/f Runs 
well. 1832 miles $250/obo/f call 772-1567 
M UST SELL'
Fern rmmtes needed 4 Pinecreek 
furnshd w/d memwe cakk 544-0841
Own room 3-bdrm house $250/mo., 
$50 deposit 541-5519
“  ROOM ATE NEEDED
$250 OW N RM IN 2BDM APT 
PREFERABLY NEAT 543-1554
FURNISHED 3 BDM APT 10 OR 12 
M ONTH LEASE 543-1452____________
STU D IO S -S TU D IO S -S TU D IO S  
Enjoy the privacy , quiet and 
comfort of your own studio at 
M USTANG VILLAGE. Starting at 
$390/mo furnished and $340/mo. 
Unfurnished They're goinq fast 
i for more info at
A AA'B EST PRICED C O N D O S 8 HOM ES 
LISTED  FREE INFORMATION PACKET 
AVAILABLE ON CAM PUS CALL 
M ARGUERITE C E N TU R Y  21 541-3432
BUYING A HOUSE O R C O N D O ’’ 
for a FR EE LIST of all the least 
expensive houses 8 condos for 
sale in SLO. C A LL  S TE V E  NELSON 
543-8370 and leave message.
FARRELL SM YTH INC
Why pay rent? Perfect for student 
12'x45'rT>obile home in SLO  kids and 
pets ok must see $20.000 549-8528
so call 543-49501 I soon
Business
Directory
tw  SPOT SCREEN PRMTMO 543-7991
T-Shirts For Clubs/Speaal Events
PETE'S MASTER LOCKSMITHS
Keys. Locks. Safes 543-7045
LO S O SO S P E T HOSPITAL
Richard 0  Knighton.DVM 528-4111
R ESUM ES,0R AP H K:S,LASER  P R M TS
DreamScape Does IT' 541-6234
B O B 's TV  543-2946 FR EE EST.
S Sfate TV,VCR ,STER EO  exp 11/9/88
C O N SH A 'S  O FFICE SUPPLY
Typing $1 50 per page 773-5851
NELSON O FFICE EQUIP. 543-7347
SALES-RENTALS-SERVICE-RIBBONS
R8R W ORD PROCESSING 544-2591
(Roña) Senmw Cal Poly for 14yrs 
LASER PRIN'TER/studt rates/by appt.
ROBIN T O  TH E RESCUE! 543-1668
lyping/WP'’  Our Name Says it All!
S R .P R O JEC TS  A M ASTER S TH E S E S
Linda Black 544-1305 983 Osos Sk)
W ORD PROCESSING C A LL  481-8785
t-
t
i
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The scoop on dry beans
Munching down with the Mystery Cook
By Stephen Carson
Special to the Dally
On TUES. 
Oct.
THURS.
There'
FRI.
14
* c
Marinated chicken cutlets deep fried to a 
golden brown with special house sauce.
* STEAMED RICE
* SALAD
ALL FOR ONLY $1.99
(GOOI^ETW EEN ll:3(^:(X))
Japanese Take .^%t .^g^iirafit
5 4 3 -3 4 7 6
The
(Next to Burger King)
A nutritious, cheap and tasty 
meat for students on the move is 
the subject o f  this new, semi­
regular column that will appear in 
the Mustang Daily. Dietetics 
senior Stephen Carson is an 
aspiring chef who understands 
that pasta, fruit loops and turkey 
pot pies are not enough to get 
students through school effec­
tively. Eat up.
Whenever I visit Lucky’s 
supermarket I find it quite 
amusing to watch what students 
put in their shopping carts. 
Frozen burritos, pasta and 
spaghetti sauce, quesadilla fix- 
in’s and mountains of cereal 
seem to be the staples of college 
students.
While 1 don’t think that these 
foods are bad for your body, I do 
think that too many foods, such 
as dried beans, are neglected.
Dried beans are filling and a 
good source of protein, but most 
importantly they are easy to Fix
The New 
Equipment 
Is Here!
Now aerobics at 6a.m.
StairmastersArriving 
This Week
More Lifecycles
Sale Prices 
Ending Soon!
For 
The
student Body!
I yr. 
6 mo. 
3 mo. 
I mo.
$ 1 7 9  
119 
79 
39
w/ student l.D.
3546 S. Higuera, Suite 190 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
ONE DOLLAR COUPON
(805) 541-5180
and take little time. You can buy 
beans in pre-packaged amounts 
or you can buy them for less 
(which is what I do) in bulk.
There are two ways that I 
prepare beans. The first is by 
boiling them for refried beans. 
The night before I’m going to 
cook, I soak thè beans in water 
to soften them up. After I soak 
them I put them in a two-quart 
sauce pan with the other ingre­
dients. Bring the beans up to a 
boil. Then cover them and let 
them simmer till the beans have 
absorbed all the water. Here’s 
the list of ingredients:
• 1/2 pound dry pinto beans, 
soaked
• 1 quart water
• I medium onion, chopped
• 4 cloves garlic (chopped or 
pressed)
• 1 tablespoon black pepper
• 2 teaspoons salt
Now, I free-hand when I cook, 
so if the beans aren’t soft when 
the water is gone, add a cup or 
more of water and cook a little 
longer. Then mash them up. You
C H A P T E R  ONE 
Q U I Z
Where can you get:
'25# Draft Baer 
Refills
from 2-3P.M.
* Best Burgers in town
* T.V. Sports
* Darts
* Food to Go
* Free Parking
Answer
Z 2 r9 -e r s  
ez6 |d  iiimood 
BNO UBidVHO  
IVIUd'NOIf^
GOOD TOWARDS
PURCHASE OF...
all PICKETT and 
BEROL templates 
in stock
EIGonoJ 
IBookstoie
TEMPLATES
ONE COUPON PER ITEM nocashvalue
ONE
DOLLAR OFF
Offer valid only with coupon 
Expire: Oct. 15,1988 ONEDOliAR.WITH COUPON California Polytechnic State Univi
can store these in your 
refrigerator for a couple of weeks 
and when you want to eat some, 
take them out and refry them, i 
do this in bacon grease, but that 
is not necessary.
The second method 1 use is my 
mother’s Boston baked beans 
recipe:
• I pound New York pea beans 
or small white navy beans
• 1 quart water
• 1/2 teaspoon baking soda
• 1 teaspoon salt
• 1/4 cup molasses
• 1/4 teaspoon dry mustard
• 1 tablespoon white or brown 
sugar
• 1 teaspoon pepper
Put 1 pound of beans in a 
sauce pan with 1 quart of water 
and I teaspoon of baking soda. 
Bring to a boil and then let soak 
off the heat overnight. Rinse the 
beans. Next, in a heavy-bottom­
ed pot, put one whole small peel­
ed onion, 1/2 pound of salt pork 
or bacon and the beans, then 
cover with water.
In a bowl mix salt, molasses, 
dry mustard, white or brown 
sugar and pepper. Add enough 
hot water to dissolve the sugar 
and. make a syrup. When the 
sugar has dissolved, stir the 
mixture in with the rest of the 
beans. Cover and bake for 6-8 
hours at 250 degrees, adding 
water as necessary to keep moist.
You’ll find the ingredients in­
expensive, the preparation time 
short, and the result tasty.
1 hope you’ll hop down to the 
grocery store and pick up a scoop 
of beans or two.
Calendar
Tvetday
•An audiovisual presentation 
on the design and failure of 
mini-baja race vehicles will be 
given by Cal Poly graduate. 
Norm Timbs. The presentation is 
sponsored by the Society of 
Automobile Engineers and will 
be held at 7 p.m. in the 
Aeronotical Engineering Build­
ing Room 112. New members are 
welcome.
Wcdacaday
•The Golden Key National 
Honor Society meeting will be 
held at 6 p.m. in UU 216. A guest 
wUl speak about CAPTURE.
•Voter Absentee ballots are 
available beginning today. Con- 
ta a  The County Clerk's Election 
and Voter Registration Office in 
the County Coun House Build­
ing for a ballot.
• ' ’Chemical Dependency and 
the Family” will be the topic ad­
dressed by Dr. Alan Brovar. The 
lecture will be held in the FreiKh 
H o s p i t a l  Medical  Center  
Auditorium from 11:30 a.m. until 
1:00 p.m. For resevations and in­
formation call 543-3353 ext. 117.
•"Similarities and Differences 
Between Islam and Christianity” 
will be the first dialogue of a 
series on Bridge Building Be­
tween Islam and Christianity. J. 
Badawi of Stanford University 
and Rev. W. Mueller of SLO 
First Baptist Church will be 
speaking. The dialogue will begin 
at 7 p.m. in the Cal Poly Theater.
Thandsy
•Ctave Blakely, candidate for 
the 5th district supervisor, will 
be holdinf an open discussion 
with students in the UU room 
207 at 4 p.m.
•Three views of how the local 
election results could affect the 
environment in San Luis Obispo 
County will be presented tonight 
at the Wesley Center of the First 
Methodist Church in San Luis 
Obispo. The panel discussion will 
begin at 7:30 p.m. For more in­
formation call the Sierra Club at 
543-9083.
